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Scientist redirection—the process of shifting employees of foreign weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) programs to peaceful endeavors—has long been an important piece of U.S. Cooperative
Threat Reduction (CTR) programs. Its goal has been to reduce the potential for scientists and
engineers employed in WMD programs to disseminate their knowledge to other countries or to
nonstate actors.
By assisting in the transition of WMD experts to peaceful employment, scientist redirection programs
reduce the likelihood that these individuals will be targets of efforts to buy their expertise. In their
simplest form, these programs provide a sense of hope for the future because the desperation
associated with sudden unemployment can be a strong incentive for participation in nefarious
activities.
That point applies to those employed in conventional and unconventional weapons programs. A little
more than a decade ago, thousands of individuals with expertise in manufacturing dangerous
conventional weapons suddenly lost their jobs in Iraq. The rise of violent nonstate groups that used
improvised weapons suggested a link to the unemployed conventional arms manufacturers. CTR
redirection programs have not included experts from conventional weapons programs, and the Iraqi
experience illustrates why that needs to change.[1]
Lost Jobs, Lasting Implications
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Earlier this year, in a televised interview, Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki described the role that
former employees of Iraq’s Military Industrialization Commission (MIC) continue to play in producing
improvised weapons for terrorist groups in Anbar province.[2] The interview is one of many sources
on the subject, all too familiar in the Middle East but largely ignored by those in the West. There is a
reason that the term “IED,” the acronym for “improvised explosive device,” is now nearly as
recognizable as “WMD” and why improvised weapons, of which IEDs are a subset, have been used
on such a large scale in large pockets of the Middle East since the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003.
A decade ago, almost 50,000 individuals who had worked in Saddam Hussein’s conventional
weapons manufacturing programs lost their jobs when the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), the
U.S.-led postwar entity responsible for Iraq’s governance, transferred them to the Iraqi Ministry of
Finance with drastically reduced salaries and few prospects for the future.[3]
This development left many Iraq watchers wondering how the CPA could justify putting so many
Iraqis with dangerous knowledge out of work. As a violent insurgency gained a foothold in the
aftermath of the invasion, observers familiar with Iraqi weapons production programs became
increasingly concerned that individuals with conventional arms production expertise would find new
employment opportunities with violent nonstate actors who would pay for their services. Although it
was not immediately clear at that time what had led to the mass unemployment of MIC personnel,
later analysis suggested that a main reason was that the Department of Defense, rather than the
Department of State, had been given responsibility for postconflict operations in Iraq. The Defense
Department had conducted little postwar planning for Iraq, but the State Department had generated
an entire study that anticipated many of the challenges that would emerge during the postwar
period. The State Department plans included a discussion on postwar treatment of Iraq’s MIC
employees.
The ‘Future of Iraq’ Study
Long before the U.S. invasion of Iraq, the State Department launched its Future of Iraq Project. Led
by a State Department employee and supported by influential Iraqi expatriates, the study examined
the problems that were likely to confront postwar Iraq. Germane to this article are the analysis and
recommendations by the Defense Policy and Institutions Working Group, which recognized quickly
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that the MIC employees would warrant special attention during the postwar period. The working
group accurately foresaw the need to move the employees to peaceful endeavors. “Many institutes
and factories of the Military Industry will be destroyed when the liberation of Iraq from the present
regime is complete. But its members and scientists will still be there. It is important to see that the
Iraqi Military Industry transform itself to civil use. Scientists that can produce Mustard Gas can very
well produce medicine. And experts in Rocket technology can one day build aeroplanes and
trains.”[4] As the working group noted, many MIC employees had the skills to make this transition
feasible (fig. 1).
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Given the State Department’s awareness at that time of the need to shift MIC personnel to civilian
manufacturing jobs, it would have seemed unlikely that Iraq’s arms manufacturers would be
overlooked. Yet, in the months immediately preceding the 2003 invasion, two factors combined to
eliminate the potential for conversion of Iraq’s defense industry and the redirection of MIC personnel
to peaceful endeavors, as advocated in the Future of Iraq study. First, U.S. National Security
Presidential Directive 24 broke with tradition and put the onus of postconflict operations in Iraq on
the Defense Department rather than the State Department. The directive, which was issued in
January 2003, provided little time for the Pentagon to prepare adequately for an undertaking as
massive as the postwar governance of Iraq, a task unfamiliar to the uniformed military and one
better suited to other government agencies.[5]
The directive, however, did not by itself seal the MIC’s fate. Shortly after the Defense Department
was given this postconflict responsibility, the director for the State Department’s Future of Iraq
study, Tom Warrick, was brought in to assist General Jay Garner, who had been selected to head the
Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance (the CPA’s predecessor). Garner reportedly
had been impressed with the detailed analysis contained in the Iraq study and sought to tap into the
available expertise. Unfortunately, when it became known that Warrick did not support the Pentagon
plan to install Ahmed Chalabi, the controversial leader of the Iraqi National Congress, as the new
leader of Iraq, he was fired, reportedly at the direction of senior Defense Department officials. With
its director gone, the Iraq study stood little chance of being used to guide postwar planning.
Suddenly, the future for former MIC employees looked uncertain.[6]
For nearly a year after the U.S. invasion, the MIC was simply ignored. During that period, looters
rendered many MIC facilities inoperable. In addition, they carted away large amounts of material
suitable for IED production from defense industry establishments. For example, looting at the Al
Qaqa State Establishment received a great deal of press coverage, as truckloads of explosives were
reportedly removed from that facility alone.[7] When the CPA finally got around to conducting site
visits at MIC facilities, it found many of them to be no longer viable. The results of these site visits
were used to inform the publication of CPA Order 75, dealing with the “realignment of military
industrial companies.” As a result of this order, almost 50,000 individuals were reassigned to the
Ministry of Finance with a drastically reduced salary and little hope for the future.[8]
As MIC personnel became essentially unemployed after the invasion at a time when an insurgency
was mounting, the State Department implemented a scientist redirection program for a limited
number of Iraqi WMD experts.[9] Clearly, there was a need for such a program. No active
unconventional weapons program existed in Iraq prior to the invasion, but there was certainly
residual expertise retained in the public sector. Although a small number of WMD experts were the
object of efforts to prevent proliferation, nearly 50,000 individuals with knowledge of conventional
arms manufacturing were almost completely overlooked. To judge from Maliki’s interview earlier this
year, it seems that even today, more than a decade later, MIC employees continue to lend their
weapons manufacturing expertise to violent groups.
Looking Forward
The fiscal year 2015 budget request associated with the Defense Department CTR program suggests
that U.S. nonproliferation programs are anything but a growth industry. Under the Obama
administration’s budget request, the CTR program would receive significantly less than what it had
received for each of the previous two years.[10] If one considers only what the CTR program was
originally created to do more than 20 years ago, along with the extent of the program’s
achievements to date,[11] the reduced budget is probably justifiable. After all, as one account puts
it, the CTR program was created “to deal with yesterday’s strategic weapons,” and yesterday’s
threats have largely diminished. That diminution is due largely to long-standing efforts to reduce the
former Soviet Union’s WMD arsenal, as well as to the passage of time.[12]
WMD stockpiles in the former Soviet Union are no longer what they once were. Moreover, the
prospect of proliferation of WMD expertise out of those countries today is much lower than it was
nearly a quarter of a century ago, as former WMD scientists are presumably now either well into
retirement or deceased. Nevertheless, an argument could be made that CTR programs now are more
important than ever, requiring a considerable increase in funding. The strategic threat posed by the
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potential for large-scale WMD proliferation out of former Soviet bloc countries has been replaced by
a new threat. This threat, as described above, is one the CTR program might not have been originally
intended to address, but is one to which the program is ideally suited to respond.
A study by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in 2009 on the future direction of CTR programs
appears to support this argument.[13] The NAS report, which Congress requested in the National
Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 2008,[14] recommended that CTR programs should be
“expanded geographically” and “updated in form and function” in order to “enhance U.S. national
security and global security.” The report also said that future CTR initiatives would need to be more
responsive and flexible and that they would face “very different security challenges than those that
inspired the original program nearly 20 years ago.”[15]
Notably, nowhere does the NAS report imply that future CTR initiatives need to be restricted to
dealing with WMD threats. This seems to leave the door open for the CTR program to respond to the
threat posed by unemployed conventional weapons manufacturers, whether in a postconflict or
failed-state environment.
Considering the amount of money spent on IED countermeasure technologies, upgrades to armored
vehicles, and the creation of new organizations such as the Joint Improvised Explosive Device Defeat
Organization, it might be prudent to invest in the expansion of CTR initiatives to encompass experts
in the manufacturing of conventional weapons. Such an expansion clearly would not be a panacea
that would shut off the access of violent nonstate actors to dangerous arms production knowledge.
For those ideologically inclined to lend their expertise to violent nonstate groups, expanded CTR
initiatives will do nothing. Yet, by offering an alternative to individuals who would provide such
expertise solely to care for their families, an expanded CTR program may provide a viable option.
Preparing for the Next Iraq
Some may argue that Iraq was a unique situation and that it is unlikely a similar scenario will emerge
in the future. Yet, it is not difficult to imagine that the Iraqi situation, in which mass unemployment
of conventional arms manufacturers coincided with the rise of an insurgency, could arise in another
country sometime in the future. Recent history suggests that a market already exists for those with
such skills and that the market may extend beyond Iraq’s borders.
Iraq may not represent the only country where unemployed conventional arms manufacturers have
provided their services to violent nonstate groups during the last decade. Several accounts have
emerged on the large-scale, organized efforts made by nonstate groups in Libya and Syria to
manufacture improvised weapons. Reporter C.J. Chivers has provided accounts from both countries,
describing the establishment of networks of makeshift workshops to produce improvised
weapons.[16] It is not clear, however, whether experts from the conventional arms industries of
either country have played a prominent role in such production or if the expertise originated from
Iraq’s MIC personnel. Media reports occasionally suggest that people with weapons-making
backgrounds are lending support,[17] but the reports do not define the scope and scale of the
problem.
Another potential objection to CTR expansion is that producing improvised weapons is not nearly as
technologically challenging as producing nonconventional weapons. One does not need a doctorate
in engineering to build a roadside bomb; instructions are available on the Web. Nevertheless, it
would be unfair to characterize many of the improvised weapons encountered on Iraq’s battlefield as
easily reproduced by anyone with Internet access. IEDs come in many forms; a review of a wide
range of publicly available sources reveals the increased sophistication of improvised weapons used
by nonstate groups over time. For example, triggering devices underwent modification in Iraq in
response to use of electronic countermeasures by the United States and other members of the
coalition.[18] In another example, the Islamic Army of Iraq bragged about its ability to manufacture
an improvised surface-to-air rocket capable of bringing down coalition helicopters.[19] There is no
shortage of reporting that suggests that many of the improvised weapons employed in Iraq were
produced by skilled arms manufacturers.[20]
Some may question the feasibility of expanding the CTR program to include programs for
manufacturing conventional weapons on the grounds that the scale of the effort would be too large
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to be viable, citing failed attempts at defense conversion in the former Soviet Union. In former Soviet
countries, there were thousands of facilities and millions of employees that constituted the military
industrial complex. In fact, a 1997 report by the General Accounting Office suggested that one of the
major obstacles to defense conversion in the former Soviet Union was the sheer size of the effort (9
million to 14 million people in 2,000 to 4,000 enterprises).[21] As noted above, in Iraq, there were
roughly 50,000 employees and a few dozen state-owned enterprises. Defense conversion and
redirection in Iraq might not have been as difficult in Iraq if coalition forces had protected MIC
facilities from looting and if the CPA had solicited input from senior scientists and engineers on
shifting MIC facilities to civilian production.
Conclusions
Increased reliance by nonstate actors on improvised weapons over the past decade suggests that
the international community is having some success in controlling illicit arms shipments. Nonstate
actors would not be relying on improvised weapons if factory-produced arms were readily available.
Given what now is known about nonstate actor dependency on improvised weapons, it is time to
consider building on past successes by expanding the scope of CTR scientist redirection initiatives.
Such initiatives might originally have been intended to combat the proliferation of nonconventional
weapons and associated expertise out of the former Soviet Union, but similar undertakings probably
would be effective in preventing conventional arms manufacturers from working with violent
nonstate actors.
These recommendations come during a period of fiscal austerity and at a time when U.S. leaders are
confronting a host of national security threats. As the 2009 NAS study stated, “[G]enerating action
throughout an overburdened U.S. government at a time of budget cuts and change require[s] an
agility seldom found except in time of great urgency.”[22] More than 20 years ago, Senators Sam
Nunn (D-Ga.) and Richard Lugar (R-Ind.) drafted legislation that had a major impact on preventing
WMD proliferation. Today, strong leadership is needed to limit the ability of violent extremist
organizations to acquire expertise in manufacturing conventional arms. Expanding the existing CTR
program is a sensible way to achieve that important goal.
William T. Liimatainen is a Department of Defense employee with experience studying foreign
production of conventional weapons and the global arms trade. He holds a master’s degree in
military art and science from the U.S. Army’s Command and General Staff College in Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas. The views expressed in this article are the author’s and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the U.S. government or any of its agencies.
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